OLQP P&F Fundraising Purchases & Contributions for:

2011
- $5000 Towards Grass Rejuvenation of the dirt bowl
- BBQ Super Servers X 2
- Large Box for P&F BBQ tools & equipment
- Urn
- Trestles X 10
- Trophy Cabinet $900.90
- Items for Canteen - Tea Towels, Knives, Trays, 2 Stools
- Room Dividers X 5 for concerts and showcases $2,249.50
- Large sturdy boxes for Library Games and Toys X 4
- Early Learning Years books for New families
- Large BBQ box
- Fans for Bilyonendi

2012
- $6,700.00 Towards Grass Rejuvenation for the dirt bowl
- Early Learning Years books for New Families
- Thesaurus/Dictionaries for Resource Centre